
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I 
use the authority that I have as a being in embodiment 
on earth to call upon Cyclopea, Mother Mary, Shiva and 
Astrea for the judgment and consuming of all dark forces 
and the exposure and judgment of all human beings who 
are perpetuating the exploitation of women. I especially 
call for …

[Make your own calls here.]

1. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women are inferior to men spiritually, mentally, 
emotionally and physically.

Cyclopea so dear, the truth you reveal, 
the truth that duality’s ailments will heal, 
your Emerald Light is like a great balm, 
our emotional bodies are perfectly calm.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

2. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and people 
behind the exploitation of women through the idea that 
women are inferior to men spiritually, mentally, emotion-
ally and physically.

O blessed Mary, Mother mine, 
there is no greater love than thine, 
as we are one in heart and mind, 
my place in hierarchy I find.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.

3. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through the idea that women are inferior to men 
spiritually, mentally, emotionally and physically.

O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire, 
It’s time to let the past expire, 
I want to rise above the old, 
a golden future to unfold. 

O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

4. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women are inferior to men spiritually, mentally, 
emotionally and physically.

Astrea, loving Being white, 
your Presence is my pure delight, 
your sword and circle white and blue, 
the astral plane is cutting through.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

5. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women are responsible for the fall from paradise 
or are created by God in a lower state than men.

Cyclopea so dear, with you we unwind, 
all negative spirals clouding the mind, 
we know pure awareness is truly our core, 
the key to becoming the wide-open door.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

6. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and people 
behind the exploitation of women through the idea that 
women are responsible for the fall from paradise or are 
created by God in a lower state than men.

I came to earth from heaven sent, 
as I am in embodiment, 
I use Divine authority, 
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.
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7. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through the idea that women are responsible for 
the fall from paradise or are created by God in a lower 
state than men.

O Shiva, come and set me free, 
from forces that do limit me, 
with fire consume all that is less, 
paving way for my success.
O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women are responsible for the fall from paradise 
or are created by God in a lower state than men.

Astrea, calm the raging storm, 
so purity will be the norm, 
my aura filled with blue and white, 
with shining armor, like a knight.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

9. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women are worthless, are the property of men 
or should be servants of men either physically or sexually.

Cyclopea so dear, clear our inner sight, 
empowered, we pierce the soul’s fearful night, 
we now see our life through your single eye, 
beyond all disease we’re ready to fly.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

10. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and people 
behind the exploitation of women through the idea that 
women are worthless, are the property of men or should 
be servants of men either physically or sexually.

I call now in God’s sacred name, 
for you to use your Mother Flame, 
to burn all fear-based energy, 
restoring sacred harmony.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.

11. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through the idea that women are worthless, are 
the property of men or should be servants of men either 
physically or sexually.

O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse, 
clear my private universe, 
dispel the consciousness of death, 
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

12. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women are worthless, are the property of men 
or should be servants of men either physically or sexually.

Astrea, come and cut me free, 
from every binding entity, 
let astral forces all be bound, 
true freedom I have surely found.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

13. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women do not deserve equal rights in society or 
equal opportunities in the workplace, including equal pay.

Cyclopea so dear, life can only reflect, 
the images that the mind does project, 
the key to our healing is clearing the mind, 
from the images the ego is hiding behind.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
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14. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and people 
behind the exploitation of women through the idea that 
women do not deserve equal rights in society or equal 
opportunities in the workplace, including equal pay.

Your sacred name I hereby praise, 
collective consciousness you raise, 
no more of fear and doubt and shame, 
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.

15. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through the idea that women do not deserve 
equal rights in society or equal opportunities in the work-
place, including equal pay.

O Shiva, I hereby let go, 
of all attachments here below, 
addictive entities consume, 
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

16. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that women do not deserve equal rights in society or 
equal opportunities in the workplace, including equal pay.

Astrea, I sincerely urge, 
from demons all, do me purge, 
consume them all and take me higher, 
I will endure your cleansing fire.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

17. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through human 
trafficking, prostitution, pornography or the advertising 
industry.

Cyclopea so dear, we want to aim high, 
to your healing flame we ever draw nigh, 
through veils of duality we now take flight, 
bathed in your penetrating Emerald Light.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

18. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and peo-
ple behind the exploitation of women through human 
trafficking, prostitution, pornography or the advertising 
industry.

All darkness from the earth you purge, 
your light moves as a mighty surge, 
no force of darkness can now stop, 
the spiral that goes only up.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.

19. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through human trafficking, prostitution, pornog-
raphy or the advertising industry.

O Shiva, I recite your name, 
come banish fear and doubt and shame, 
with fire expose within my mind, 
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

20. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through 
human trafficking, prostitution, pornography or the 
advertising industry.

Astrea, do all spirits bind, 
so that I am no longer blind, 
I see the spirit and its twin, 
the victory of Christ I win.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.
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21. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that all women should live up to a standard for phys-
ical beauty that no one could possibly live up to.

Cyclopea so dear, your Emerald Flame, 
exposes every subtle, dualistic power game, 
including the game of wanting to say, 
that truth is defined in only one way.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

22. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and people 
behind the exploitation of women through the idea that 
all women should live up to a standard for physical beauty 
that no one could possibly live up to.

All elemental life you bless, 
removing from them man-made stress, 
the nature spirits are now free, 
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.

23. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through the idea that all women should live up to 
a standard for physical beauty that no one could possibly 
live up to.

O Shiva, I am not afraid, 
my karmic debt hereby is paid, 
the past no longer owns my choice, 
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

24. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through the 
idea that all women should live up to a standard for phys-
ical beauty that no one could possibly live up to.
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Astrea, clear my every cell, 
from energies of death and hell, 
my body is now free to grow, 
each cell emits an inner glow.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

25. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through all 
denial of women’s potential to balance men and trans-
form a male-dominated society into one that is not dom-
inated by the epic mindset.

Cyclopea so dear, we’re feeling the flow, 
as your Living Truth upon us you bestow, 
from all dual vision we are now set free, 
planet earth in immaculate matrix will be.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

26. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and peo-
ple behind the exploitation of women through all denial 
of women’s potential to balance men and transform a 
male-dominated society into one that is not dominated 
by the epic mindset.

I raise my voice and take my stand, 
a stop to war I do command, 
no more shall warring scar the earth, 
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.

27. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through all denial of women’s potential to bal-
ance men and transform a male-dominated society into 
one that is not dominated by the epic mindset.

O Shiva, show me spirit pairs, 
that keep me trapped in their affairs, 
I choose to see within my mind, 
the spirits that you surely bind.



O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

28. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through all 
denial of women’s potential to balance men and trans-
form a male-dominated society into one that is not dom-
inated by the epic mindset.

Astrea, clear my feeling mind, 
in purity my peace I find, 
with higher feeling you release, 
I co-create in perfect peace.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

29. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through all ideas 
that deny the essential humanity of women and thereby 
deny women’s potential for creating a society based on 
that  humanity instead of ideologies and profit.

Cyclopea so dear, the truth is now clear, 
we see higher purpose for which we are here 
we know truth transcends all systems below, 
immersed in your light, we continue to grow.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

30. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and people 
behind the exploitation of women through all ideas that 
deny the essential humanity of women and thereby deny 
women’s potential for creating a society based on that  
humanity instead of ideologies and profit.

As Mother Earth is free at last, 
disasters belong to the past, 
your Mother Light is so intense, 
that matter is now far less dense.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.
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31. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through all ideas that deny the essential humanity 
of women and thereby deny women’s potential for creat-
ing a society based on that  humanity instead of ideologies 
and profit.

O Shiva, naked I now stand, 
my mind in freedom does expand, 
as all my ghosts I do release, 
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

32. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through 
all ideas that deny the essential humanity of women and 
thereby deny women’s potential for creating a society 
based on that  humanity instead of ideologies and profit.

Astrea, clear my mental realm, 
my Christ self always at the helm, 
I see now how to manifest, 
the matrix that for all is best.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

33. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and insti-
tutions that are involved with, supporting or not taking 
action to stop the exploitation of women through the 
intent to keep women away from decision-making posi-
tions in all areas of society.

Cyclopea so dear, we’re feeling your joy, 
as creative vision we now do employ, 
in lifting earth out of serpentine cage, 
to manifest Saint Germain’s Golden Age.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere, 
in raising perception we shall persevere, 
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere, 
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.

34. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine 
Mother upon the consciousness, institutions and people 
behind the exploitation of women through the intent to 
keep women away from decision-making positions in all 
areas of society.



In Mother Light the earth is pure, 
the upward spiral will endure, 
prosperity is now the norm, 
God’s vision manifest as form.
O Mother Mary, generate, 
the song that does accelerate, 
the earth into a higher state, 
all matter does now scintillate.

35. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, 
demons and entities that are behind the exploitation of 
women through the intent to keep women away from 
decision-making positions in all areas of society.

O Shiva, all-consuming fire, 
with Parvati raise me higher, 
when I am raised your light to see, 
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva, clear the energy, 
O Shiva, bring the synergy, 
O Shiva, make all demons flee, 
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

36. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces 
and their own subconscious momentums so they will be 
free to act to stop the exploitation of women through the 
intent to keep women away from decision-making posi-
tions in all areas of society.

Astrea, with great clarity, 
I claim a new identity, 
etheric blueprint I now see, 
I co-create more consciously.
Astrea, come accelerate, 
with purity I do vibrate, 
release the fire so blue and white, 
my aura filled with vibrant light.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that 
Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetra-
ble shield around myself and all constructive people, seal-
ing us from all backlash from the giving of this invocation 
and all opposition to the liberation of women. I accept 
that the Light of God is consuming and transforming all 
fear-based energies that make up the dark forces working 
against the liberation of women!
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